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ABSTRACT 
 

User feedback is a new direction employed to assist users in building data integration systems and to 
improve their quality. We claim that the first step to the efficient data quality improvement in a data 
integration system is the consistency of user’s expectations feedback because user(s) can have multiple 
expectations of the quality of the value and the content of the query results at the same time. Therefore, in 
this paper we propose an approach that allows one to detect user’s expectations quality problems, especially 
inconsistency, and so their improvement before their use for determining the data quality issues at the data 
sources in the second step. This approach takes a set of queries from the log file and the user’s expectations 
relative to the results of each query to identify and prioritize the inconsistencies of user’s expectations 
values. Thus, to accomplish this, three algorithms are proposed. The first algorithm manages the user’s 
expectations inconsistency related to the same query.  The second algorithm divides queries into groups of 
similar attributes by using the clustering technique of data mining.  As the rerun of the queries is time 
consuming, the approach takes samples of data to determine the queries results interactions. The quality of 
these samples is determined in advance in order to ensuring the correctness of queries results interactions. 
The third algorithm takes both the queries results interactions and the user’s expectations to address the 
inconsistency between the user’s expectations of queries results interactions. To detect the user’s 
expectations inconsistencies, we have established a set of user’s expectations axioms and inference rules, 
which are used by the algorithm to deduce an automatic expectation value. This algorithm introduces a 
solution, which is inspired from the axioms systems of Logic, to solve the inconsistency.  

Keywords: Data Integration Systems, Data Quality, Consistency, User Feedback, User Expectation, 
Query Results, Clustering, Quality Of Value, Queries Interactions.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

 
Data integration is a critical and fundamental 

element in a variety of technologies, including data 
warehouses, business intelligence (BI) applications, 
service-oriented architectures (SOA), master data 
management (MDM) applications, and data-centric 
architectures [1]. 

Data integration manages the process of 
combining data residing in different autonomous 
sources for users to submit queries and providing 
unified queries results (views) [2, 3]. It has become 
the center of broad theoretical work, and numerous 
open problems remain unsolved. One of the most 
pertinent problems that users are facing is the 
quality of data. Much works has been done on 
query processing and choosing plans under cost 
criteria. However, not so much is known about 
incorporating data quality management into data 
integration systems [2]. 

Data quality management is a crucial part of any 
data integration process. It may be considered the 
first step to the integration process, as quality data 
is the key to achieving profitable insights. The data 
integration analysis will not be successful until 
good data quality processes are in place. 

To facilitate data integration, some databases 
researchers have explored the use of feedback 
solicited from users [4]. User feedback is a growing 
theme in data integration systems as allows the use 
of the user’s expectations to guide the building of 
data integration systems and/or to improve the 
quality of the services they provide [5].  Therefore 
it is quite logical that the user feedback should be 
taken into account to evaluate and improve the 
quality of data integration systems. This happens 
for three main reasons. First, data quality systems 
that consider all possible data quality problems 
during the query processing are difficult to write. 
Second, a fully automated solution that meets the 
quality requirement is not always attainable [6, 7]. 
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Third, users can be the genuine collaborators, rather 
than merely sources of data [8]. Consequently the 
quality of data offered (query results) in the 
integration systems may or may not meet the user’s 
expectations. These reasons imply that, in general, a 
portion of data quality problems has to be detected 
and/or (possible) corrected   after the query 
processing by the users. Hence user’s expectations 
should be involved in the data quality improvement 
strategies. 

One effective mechanism to take users 
expectations feedback is to manage the consistency 
of the user’s expectations values relative to queries 
results in a comprehensive and continuous data 
quality improvement program for the data 
integration systems in order to be exploited to 
improve the quality of data integration systems.  

In this context, we suggest an approach for the 
detection, analysis and improvement of user’s 
expectations feedback quality problems as a first 
step towards improving the quality of data 
integration system from the user’s perspective.  Let 
us notice that this work deals with the expectation 
relative to the quality of value and content of the 
queries results in order to enhance the quality of 
data sources. The main idea behind this proposal is 
that the data quality can’t be assessed independently 
from the users who use data [9]. 

This paper is structures as follows. In section 2 
we give a state of art regarding the data integration 
systems and data quality. Section 3 discusses some 
works related to the user feedback mechanism. In 
Section 4, we firstly motivate our approach and we 
also give its objectives, follows by presenting the 
most proposed concepts and definitions, and its 
general principle. Section 5 describes in detail the 
main algorithms of our approach. Finally, Section 6 
shows our conclusions and draws some 
perspectives.  

 
2. BACKGROUND 

 
In this section we review the concepts that are 

used throughout this paper. We firstly discuss some 
existing approaches for data integration systems.  
We also recall the data quality principles. 
2.1. Data Integration Systems 

Integration can be enabled via a flexible query 
answering system that accesses multiple sources on-
demand or via a data warehouse that pre-assembles 
data for known or anticipated uses [10].  

Two main approaches to data integration can be 
identified: Virtual data integration and Materialized 

data integration. Virtual data integration is a method 
for centralizing data without physically 
consolidating it first (data reside only at sources).  
Materialized data integration is a method where the 
unified view of data is materialized, for instance, in 
a data warehouse [11, 12]. The proposed work can 
be applied in both approaches.  

The basic components of a data integration 
system are wrappers and mediators. A wrapper is a 
software module that accesses a data source, 
extracts the relevant data, and presents such data in 
a specified format, typically as a set of relational 
tables. A mediator collects, cleans, and combines 
data produced by wrappers and/or other mediators, 
according to a specific information need of the 
integration system. The specification and the 
realization of mediators is the core problem in the 
design of an integration system [3, 13, 14]. 

2.2. Data Quality 

The data quality is often defined as “fitness for 
use”, i.e. the ability of integrated data to met user 
expectations [9, 15]. This implies that quality of 
data is seen as relative and subjective. Data 
considered appropriate for one use may not possess 
sufficient quality for another use [16], 

Data quality is multi-dimensional concept and in 
the data quality literature several frameworks 
providing categories and dimensions as way of 
facing data quality problems [2, 15, 22].  

Data quality problems may be divided into two 
main categories: problems regarding data coming 
from one source and problems regarding data 
coming from multiples sources. Both main 
categories may be further divided into two 
subcategories: data quality issues on instance and 
data quality issues on schema level [17, 22].  

This work focuses particularly on the instance-
level where data quality issues become very 
significant and then can strongly affect query 
processing in data integration systems [11]. 

3. SOME RELATED WORKS 
 

Early, the most data quality researches works 
focused mainly on developing techniques for 
querying multiple data sources and building large 
data warehouses [10, 22, 23].  

A substantial number of research works and 
projects have been conducted on the topic of 
feedback of user’s expectations. However, there is 
still a lack of specific proposals for the data quality 
in data integration systems that consider the users 
expectations and tools that put these proposals into 
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practice.  The most dimensions of the expectations 
perspective identified in the literature are: Privacy, 
Content, Quality of Values, Presentation, 
Improvement and Commitment [9]. 

Although the user feedback based method is very 
costly with respect to the time required [18], its 
incorporation in several automatic tasks has shown 
to be useful and powerful. In [5], the authors 
propose a solution to incorporate the end-user 
feedback into information extraction and integration 
programs. The authors of [18] present a system for 
implicit user feedback using rough set theory to 
improve the quality of metasearching. In [19], the 
authors explored the use of feedback supplied by 
end users for annotating, selecting and refining 
schema mappings in the context of dataspaces.  

Existing research works have shown that taking 
into account user feedback as a first class citizen 
presents several advantages for the construction and 
improvement of data integration systems. However, 
in practice, user feedback has be only seen as 
annotations that a user provides to comment on 
artifacts of a data integration system, be they 
matches, mappings, integration schema, queries or 
queries results [4, 5, 18, 19]. Therefore, theses 
works have study the user feedback conflicts at the 
semantic level. They have identified different kinds 
of feedback and proposed set of terms used for 
annotating objects on which feedback is given. For 
the annotation of values of the content and quality 
of value perspectives of the query results, they have 
proposed three terms: true positives (when the 
result meets the user’s expectations), false positives 
(when the result do not meets the user’s 
expectations) and false negatives (when the user’s 
expectations are not returned) [4, 5].  

In the context of data cleaning, some works have 
integrated the user feedback in automatic data 
cleaning process in order to involve a user at any 
intermediate result produced by data transformation 
to improve manually the quality of poor data [6, 7]. 
The problem is that, when using data cleaning tools, 
intermediate results obtained during the cleaning 
process are not expected or evaluated by the users 
which can generally only expect and/or evaluate the 
final result. Besides, these works do not allow the 
management of user’s expectations feedback and 
their quality.  

The consistency and validity of user’s feedback 
have been studied in [4] where only the 
inconsistency of user’s expectations feedback of the 
same query is considered. This work is based on the 
principle that the inconsistencies in feedback 
emerge from changes in user’s expectations. Our 

approach considers also the changes at the data 
sources and takes into account the queries results 
interactions to deal with inconsistencies of multiple 
queries. 

4. AN OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED 
APPROACH  

 
This section contains material and concepts that 

form the basis for our approach and also describes 
briefly its fundamentals tasks.  

4.1. Motivations and Objectives 

As the data must meet the user requirements, the 
user’s expectations feedback should be considered 
during the build and improvement data integration 
systems. The first step in each data integration 
programs quality is the management of user’s 
expectations feedback consistency relative to the 
queries results in order to detect the data quality 
problems.  

Currently most user’s expectations feedback 
works are dedicated to the study of consistency of 
user’s expectations relative to the same query with 
the consideration of the user is the origin of the 
expectations changes. Therefore, the keys 
motivations for our proposition are: 

(1) Theoretical foundations for consistency. As the 
consistency is powerful part of the logic, there is a 
need of theoretical foundations based on logic for 
the user’s expectations feedback consistency. In this 
work, we have deal with this limitation by 
establishing an axioms system based in the use of a 
set of user’s expectation rules inference and axioms 
to infer automatically expectation value from 
existing user’s expectations. The axiom system in 
logic and the set theory in mathematics are the basis 
of our theoretical foundations for user’s 
expectations consistency. For more details of these 
both theories, see [21, 23].     

(2) Data sources changes. When the data sources 
are updated, consequently the user’s expectations 
can be changed. Then it is necessary to take into 
account the time of modification of data sources in 
the validation of user’s expectations. For example 
two user’s expectations of the same user for the 
same query results with data sources updates can be 
different. In this case there are not inconsistencies 
between these expectations.   

(3) Query results interactions. There are, generally, 
interactions between query results. However, none 
of the proposed works for a user feedback 
consistency takes into account these interactions. 
Therefore this work differentiates between user’s 
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expectations consistency of the same query (mono 
query)    and expectations consistency between 
queries (multiple queries). Let us give an example 
motivating this reason: if the result of a query A is a 
subset of the result of a query B, then if B meets 
user’s requirements then B also.   

This work considers a relational context; 
specifically, it deals with the user queries. It 
addresses the problem of the quality of user’s 
expectations by exploiting the axiom systems, set 
theory and clustering techniques of data mining. It 
concerns the quality of values and content of 
queries results.  

4.2. General principle of our approach 

The principle of our approach is to capture the 
different user’s expectations via a user interface and 
to apply clustering techniques to both queries and 
user’s expectations that are representative of data 
integration system usage in order to deduce the 
inconsistencies of the user’s expectations instances.  
As shown in figure 1, this proposal uses a list of 
queries which are extracted from the log file, and a 
set of the user’s expectations to identify 
inconsistencies and correct them if it is possible. 
The proposed approach has three mains steps for 
the management of consistency: Mono query 
consistency, results queries interactions clustering 
and multiples queries consistency. The sampling, 
queries interactions and query processing steps are 
used to help the multiple queries results interactions 
process and therefore, in this paper, we present 
them as part of the multiple queries consistency 
step.   

 The mono query consistency step uses an 
algorithm called Mono Query results Consistency 
(MoQC) algorithm to chek the inconsistency of 
user’s expectations of the same query results for 
each query and then selects an optimal solution to 
detect and eliminate inconsistency if it exists. The 
multiple queries consistency step uses an algorithm 
called Multiple Queries results Consistency 
(MuQC) algorithm to verify the consistency 
between queries results and correct them if it is 
necessary. The basis of this algorithm is a set of 
user’s expectations axioms and rule inference build 
by applying the principles of axiom systems and set 
theory to the queries results interactions. The 
clustering of queries is realized by an algorithm 
called Queries Interactions Clustering (QIC). The 
QIC computes the queries similarity which is 
measured by the similarity of attributes between 
queries. The clustering method proposed in this 
approach is inspired from data mining-based 
warehouse performance optimization approach 

presented in [20].  As the queries interactions don’t 
imply the queries results (views) interactions, the 
QIC algorithm takes samples of high quality from 
each of the base tables of data sources to determine 
the interactions that may exist between queries 
results.  

Let us notice that our approach can process in 
batch mode and/or in online mode. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 1: USERS EXPECTATIONS CONSISTENCY 
APPROACH  
 
4.3. Basic Concepts of user expectation feedback 

In this subsection, we define the concepts used in 
this paper according to our approach.      

User Expectation  

The user expectation can be defined as a user 
evaluation of the quality of value and content of the 
query result.  We define three values for the user 
expectation: High (H), Poor (P) and Unknown (X). 
When the query results meet the user expectations, 
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then the user expectation value is high. If the query 
results don’t meet the user expectation, then the 
expectation value is poor. Contrary, the expectation 
value is unknown if the user can’t or don’t evaluate 
the query result (it considers as missing or 
incomplete value).  

Users Expectations Matrix 

In order to manage the feedback of user’s 
expectations, we reference the instances of these 
last in a matrix whose the rows are vectors (noted 
UE, for User Expectation) that characterize the 
feedback of the user expectations for given query 
Qi.  Each vector is a quintuplet defined as follows: 

UE=(Qi, User(j), Texp, Tupdate, UE(k,j)) 

The User(j) design the user which evaluate the 
quality of query result of Qi. The Texp is the time of 
evaluation of the quality of the result of Qi by 
user(j).  The time Tupdate is a set of couple (An, Tn) 
where An is attribute of Qi and Tn denote the time of 
last modification of An. This Tupdate which is not 
considered by currently works is useful for the 
management of consistency of user’s expectations 
because changes in data sources imply changes in 
user expectations. Let us notice that the term same 
query result signifies the same query with the same 
Tupdate. The UE(k,j) is the kth user expectation value 
of a user j for the query results i. 

Origins of user’s expectations inconsistencies 

As we have indicated above, the user’s 
expectation changes are linked to three main 
factors: users, data sources updates and queries. For 
the user factor we distinguish two cases: multiple 
users have different expectations for the same query 
results at the same time and the same user have 
multiple expectations over time for the same query 
results without data sources updates. Similar to user 
factor, we distinguish two cases of query factor: 
same query or multiple queries. Therefore we have 
identified four situations where the inconsistencies 
of user’s expectations instances can be occurred: 

Situation 1: Same user and same query 
Situation 2: Multiple users and same query  
Situation 3: Same user and multiple queries 
Situation 4: Multiple users and multiple queries. 
 
As one user can give multiple expectations to the 

query results, then same or multiple users mean the 
same: multiple user’s expectations feedback.  For 
this reason, our approach deals with inconsistencies 
in two phases (algorithms).  

Before explaining algorithms relative to each 
phase, we give firstly the concepts which we have 

introduced to identify the consistencies of users 
expectations feedback.   

Concept 1: Users expectations consistency. 

If there are different user’s expectations feedback of 
a given query results with the update time of data 
sources (Tupdate) is the same, then the user’s 
expectations feedback are consistent. Let us notice 
that a single value of user’s expectations of each 
query results will be computed from the multiple 
user’s expectations values of this query results in 
UE. This value is stored in a query results-attributes 
matrix.  

Concept 2: Users expectations Interpretation. 

When the user performs the query, the system 
creates automatically instances in the user 
expectation matrix. We define this user expectation 
as an interpretation (i.e. the expectation value is 
unknown). 

 Concept 3: Users expectations model. 

When the user put the value of the user expectation 
of the query results then we define it as model (i.e. 
the value is high or poor) 

Concept 4: Positive consistency. 

User’s expectation feedback of query results Q is 
positive consistent (noted posit_consist(Q) or h+) if 
each value of the user’s expectations feedback of 
this query results in UE is high. Therefore the 
posit_consist(Q) value is high.   

Concept 4: Positive inconsistency. 

Users expectation feedback of query results Q is 
positive inconsistent (noted posit_inconsist(Q) or 
p+) if each value of the users expectations feedback 
of this query results in the UE is poor. Therefore the 
posit_inconsist(Q) value is poor.      

Concept 4: Negative consistency. 

Users expectation feedback of query results Q is 
negative consistent (noted negat_consist(Q) or h-)  
if the number of the users expectations feedback 
with the value is high (noted m) is higher than the 
number of the users expectations feedback with 
value is poor (noted n). Therefore the 
negat_consist(Q) value is high.    

Concept 4: Negative inconsistency. 

Users expectation feedback of query results Q is 
negative inconsistent (noted negat_inconsist(Q) or 
p-) if n is higher than m. Therefore the 
negat_inconsist(Q) value is poor.    
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The basic idea behind the categorization of 
consistency is that the positive consistence and 
positive inconsistence will be used to proof the 
negative consistency (resp. inconsistence) of 
queries results. The user expectation model concept 
is crucial also because only evaluated query results 
(high or poor) are considered for the consistency 
management.  

Let us notice that in our approach, the 
inconsistency exists if and only if there are two 
expectations such that one is high and the other is 
poor for the same query at the same Tupdate.  If one 
of the expectations is unknown, the system states 
only the value of the other expectation valid. This is 
available for each situation.  

5. User’s expectations feedback Consistency 
management  

Although the user’s expectations changes are 
linked to three mains factors: users, data sources 
updates and queries.  The proposal approach is 
based in the query result factor that gathers the 
three above factors. Because the query result 
confirms that the query is performed by a given 
user in multiple data sources. Therefore the 
approach deal with inconsistency in two cases: 
mono-query results and multiple-queries results. 

  Note that the Queries Base (noted QB) is 
extracted from the log file which listing every 
request made to the data sources. The system 
constructs the List Queries matrix (noted LQ) from 
the UE.      

5.1. Mono Query results Consistency  

In this step, the system takes the UE and 
produces an Users Expectation Consistency matrix 
(noted UEC) in which each query results have only 
a single user expectation value (positive consistence 
(h+), positive inconsistence (p+), negative 
consistence (h-) or negative inconsistence (p-)).  
This task is realized by the MoQC algorithm. Let us 
notice that the MoQC takes into account only the 
users expectations models.  As shown in figure 2, 
the MoQC deals with the two cases of user factor: 
same user and multiple users. 

Same user 

In order to avoid the inconsistency in advance, 
the user can insert, modify and delete expectations 
via a user interface. But if MoQC identifies 
multiple user expectations at the same Tupdate, then 
the last user expectation only will be state valid.  
But when the user expectations have different 
Tupdate, the system validate true the both user 
expectations because the inconsistency as we have 

indicated above occurred when user’s expectations 
concern the same query results at the same time of 
modification of data sources.  

Multiple users  

It is quite logical that multiple user’s have 
different expectations (at the same Tupdate). But the 
question is: what a user expectation will be taken? 
In MoQC, we propose three solutions for this 
situation and a developer needs to choice the 
appropriate one and/or combine them (solution 3). 
These solutions are: 

1. Acceptation of each user’s expectations. 

2. Ignoring user’s expectations. 

3. Intervention of an expert to choice the 
correct user expectation or that of the user 
more qualified. 

4.  Selection of optimal user expectation 
value. This solution which we give it top 
priority consists to calculate the users 
expectation of given query results Q 
(UE.value(Q)) from the users expectations 
models in UE.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 2: USER EXPECTATION CONSISTENCY 

MONO-QUERY ALGORITHM 
 

The algorithm start by computing the two values m 
and n from UE for given query results. Then the 
algorithm calculates the ratio (noted r) that 
measures the quality of the existing value user 
expectations to infer a single user expectation value. 
This ratio is defined as follows:  

m=0 and n=0 
For each Qi ∈ LQ (list_queries) do 
   Repeat 
   If UE.value(Qi)=High then Qi.m=Qi.m+1 
   Else Qi.n=Qi.n+1 
   End if 
   Until end_of_(LQ) 
   If same-user(Qi) then Take last user expect(Qi) Else  
      If m=0 then posit_inconsist(Qi)  Else  
         If n=0 then posit_consist(Qi) Else r=m/n 
          If r > h then negat_consist(Qi)  Else 
              If r < p then negat_inconsist(Qi) 
              Else (r < h and r > p) Select solutions (1, 2, 3) 
              End if  
          End if  
      End if 
   End if 
End if 
End for 
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, ,
        

The thresholds h>=1 (for high) and p<=1 (for poor) 
are used to will be compared to the ratio r and 
consequently to determine the user expectation 
value.  

As the third solution is complex to perform 
because it requires the rerun of the query processing 
which can be time consuming, we give priority to 
the solutions 1, 2 and 4. As shown in figure 2, the 
ratio r can be between h and p, and then the user 
during the configuration of the algorithm will 
indicate the solution to be taken in this case. The 
user expectation value produced by the MoQC is 
stored in the UEC. 

5.2. Query results interactions detection 

Before applying the MuQC algorithm, it is 
necessary to determine the queries results 
interactions which is hard and does not take into 
account by existing approaches. Our approach has 
established the QIC algorithm especially for the 
queries clustering.   The QIC clusters the queries 
into groups in Queries Attributes Matrix and then 
performs the queries of each group on the sample of 
data in order to determine the queries results 
interactions.  

Query results-attributes matrix  

It is similar to the query-attribute matrix used for 
the materialization of views and selection of index 
in data warehouse (see [20]). Differently to this 
approach which selects only the attributes that may 
support materialized or indexes for each query, our 
approach selects only the attributes in query results 
and the attribute of user expectation value (noted Q-
Attrib). The user expectations value is extracted 
from the UEC (noted UE.value). For example for 
Q2 in figure 3, Q-Attrib= {a1, a5, a6, UE}.  

Let QR(Qi,Aj) be a Queries Results-
Attributes(noted QR) matrix where Qi and Aj 
design respectively a given query and a given 
attribute of given table of a given data source.: 

,

1                  
                      

.         
                          
0                               

 

Queries interactions clustering  

The principle of this part of the QIC algorithm is 
to apply a clustering technique on LQ and UEC 
matrixes to construct the QR matrix and then the 

groups of queries are building by the application of 
clustering methods. The clustering is based in that 
the queries of the same group   are similar in some 
attributes. Figure 4 shows an example of QR matrix 
corresponding to the example of queries used in 
[20] for view and index selection in figure 3. The 
queries Q1, Q2 and Q3 are used to select data that 
fulfill specified criterions from tables F, D1, D2 and 
D3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3: EXAMPLE OF QUERIES [20] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 4: SAMPLE QUERIES  RESULTS 
ATTRIBUTES MATRIX 

 
The main substeps of our queries interactions 

algorithms are: 

Queries clustering. Figure 5 shows the part of 
the QIC algorithm that clusters queries stored in 
QR.   After the construction of QR matrix, the 
algorithm affects queries to their groups in 
queries_clusters matrix. The clustering method is 
unsupervised because the number of groups is a 
priori unknown. Each group (line) is identified by 
an attributes-centric (noted Attrib-C) which is set of 
the most frequent attributes between the queries of 
the same group. The Attrib-C is calculated 
incrementally. When query is affected to group, 
then the Attrib-C is updated by the function Higher 
(see figure 5) which allows calculating the list of 
most frequent attributes in the group. To affect 

Query 1: Q1 

SELECT F.a1, SUM(F.a2) FROM F, D1 WHERE 
F.a1 = D1.a3 AND D1.a4 < 2000 GROUP BY F.a1 

Query 2: Q2 

SELECT F.a1, F.a5, AVG(F.a6) FROM F, D1, D2 
WHERE F.a1 = D1.a3 AND F.a5 = D2.a7 AND 
D2.a8 = ’ABC’ GROUP BY F.a1, F.a5 

Query 3: Q3 

SELECT F.a1, F.a9, SUM(F.a2) FROM F, D1, D3 
WHERE F.a1 = D1.a3 AND F.a9 = D3.a10 
GROUP BY F.a1, F.a9

 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 UE 

Q1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 h+ 

Q2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 p+ 

Q3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 h- 
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query to their groups (query can be affected to 
multiple groups), the algorithm measures query 
similarity (noted Q-Simil) between each Attrib-C 
group and the Q-Attrib of given query and then 
decides of its affectation or creation of new group, 
and so updates the Attrib-C,  

As shown in figure 5, the function intersect is 
used to verify if Q-Attrib of given query has 
intersection with a given group. This function helps 
Higher function to find the more frequent attributes.  

Query results interactions. Generally the query 
result is virtual and it is hard to determine the 
interaction between query results. In our study, we 
prefer sampling data because it is less expensive 
than reprocessing queries. It allows also using a 
data of high quality free from errors.  Consequently, 
we ensure the quality of queries results interactions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

FIGURE 5: CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

Once the queries results interactions are 
determined, the system performs the MuQC 
algorithm.  

5.3. Multiple Queries results Consistency 

After determination and validation of each value 
user expectation feedback of each query results by 
the MoQC algorithm, the system will be checked 
their consistencies by comparing them to the users 
expectations value inferred by using the queries 

results interaction and therefore doing the 
corrections if is necessary.  

The existing approaches for user feedback 
consistency don’t take into account the interactions 
that may exist between queries results which can 
supply inconsistency in user’s expectations 
feedback.  

In this perspective, this step deals with this 
problem by the MuQC algorithm which is based in 
the use of an axiom system proper to the user’s 
expectations feedback domain. 

Before the performing of the MuQC algorithm, 
the system will be firstly identified the queries 
results interactions by the QIC algorithm.  

As each system is a set of axioms and inference 
rules, we have established the user’s expectations 
rules inference by applying the inference rules of 
Modus ponens of Logic to the queries results 
interactions.  

Firstly we remind the principle of the two rules: 
Let p and q: two formulas: 
Modus Ponens: if (p→q) and p are true then q is 
true. 
For more details of this rules, see [21]. 
In our case the value true (resp. poor) is equivalent 
to high (resp. false). 
 
Queries results interactions. 

In our work, the queries results interactions are 
concluded from the queries interactions matrix. We 
define these last as follows:   

Let Resul(Q) design the query result of Q. then the 
interaction between two queries results of Qi and Qj 
(noted Q_interaction(Qi, Qj)) exist if  

 

We distinguish three cases: 

Resul Q Resul Q
Resul Q   i. e. Resul Q Resul Q                                                            
Resul Q   i. e. Resul Q Resul Q                                                            
Res 1 and 2                                                                                                

i. e. Res   i. e Resul Q
and Res Resul Q   

 

 

This definition is important because the operator 
subset (⊂) in set theory is equivalent to the operator 
imply (→) in Logic. Therefore by applying the 
rules inference to the queries results interactions, 
we verify and eliminate the user’s expectations 
inconsistency.  

Function intersect (Q, G) 
Let Q : Query and G : set of queries={Qj} 
      Intersect = false 
      J=1 
      While not (intersect) do 
        If Q-Attrib(Q) ∩ Q-Attrib(Qj)≠∅ then 
            Intersect=true 
         End if  
         Next j 
      End while  
End function  
For each Qi of queries attributes do 
   Affectation=false 

For each group Gj do 
  Q-Simil(Gj, Qi)=Attrib-C(Gj) ∩ Q-Attrib(Qi) 

         If Q-Simil(Gj, Qi)≠∅ then 
           Affect Qi to Gj 
           Affectation=true 
           Attrib-C (Gj) =Higher (Q-Attrib(Qi ∈ Gj)) 
         End if 
    End For 
   If not (affectation) then  

  Create new group G in queries cluster 
  Attrib-C(G)=Q-Attrib(Qi) 
  Affect Qi to G 

   End if 
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Rules users’ expectations inference  

Before defining rules necessary to the MuQC 
algorithm, we will first indicate that rule infer only 
values of the user expectations of a given query 
results of Q (don’t infer rule). Let A=Resul(Qi), 
B=Resul(Qj) and C=Res. Then the set of user’s 
expectations axioms and rules (not all) established 
are: 

Axiom1: If UE(Q) is High then UE(Q) is positive 
consistency (h+) xor negative consistency (h-). 
Axiom2:  If UE (Q) is Poor then UE(Q) is positive 
inconsistency (p+)  xor negative inconsistency (p-). 
Rule1: If A⊆ B is true and B is posit_consist then 
A is posit_consist. 
This rule is logic because as A is subset of B and B 
is positive (all B is true) then A is high.   
Rule2: If A⊆ B is true and B is posit_inconsist then 
A is posit_inconsist. 
Rule3: If A⊆ B is true and A is poor then B is 
posit_inconsist xor negat_inconsist xor 
negat_consist. 
Rule4: If A⊆ B is true and A is high then B is 
negat_inconsist xor negat_consist xor posit_consist. 
Rule5: If A⊆ B is true and C is poor then B and A 
are posit_inconsist xor negat_inconsist xor 
negat_consist. 
Rule6: If A⊆ B is true and C is high then B and A 
are posit_consist xor negat_inconsist xor 
negat_consist. 

When applying Rules, if the user expectation 
value of A inferred is different of the user 
expectation value in UEC and QR, then the 
algorithm replaced it by the inferred value in the 
both matrixes UEC et QR. Let us notice that the 
principle of the MuQC algorithm is the use of 
positive consistent (resp. inconsistent) calculated 
and/or validated by MoQC algorithm (i.e. the 
negative consistent (resp. inconsistent) values can’t 
used by above rules because they are fuzzy truth) to 
verify and correct the negative consistent (resp. 
inconsistent).  

 The problem of multiple rules can infer different 
users expectations for a given query results has 
been taken into account by the MuQC algorithm. 
The MuQC deals with this problem by applying the 
solution that we have given to it top priority in 
situation 4 (Multiple users and same query) but 
there is only one threshold (h=p). Therefore the 
inferred value is negative consistent or negative 
inconsistent.  

 

 

Let us give an example:  

Let: posit_consist(Qj) (1), negat_inconsist(Qi) (2) 
have calculated by the MoQC algorithm.  
By applying the MuQC algorithm, we have 
concluded that:  Resul(Qi)⊆ Resul(Qj) (3). 
Then  
By applying Rule1 to (1) and (2), we obtain: 
posit_consist(Qi) (4).   
Therefore (2) and (4) are contradictories.  
According to MuQC, the user expectation value of 
Qi may be replaced by   negat_consist(Qi).  
Justification:  During the application of the mono 
query algorithm we have choice the 
negat_consist(Qi) because the number of high is 
higher than number of poor which can be false 
reason. Consequently the verification of queries 
interaction consistency by the MuQC allows (only) 
the correction of errors doing during the MoQC 
algorithm for the queries that have the value of user 
expectation is negative consistency (resp. 
inconsistency). 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND SOME 
PERSPECTIVES 

 

Based on the idea that the use of domain 
knowledge is crucial to improve the quality of data, 
we claim that the user’s expectations feedback in 
data integration system plays a central role in 
improving the quality of data integration system 
(data sources, processes and views). Currently 
several research works have addressed the problem 
of integrating the user feedback in data cleaning 
process. However they remain to a difficult 
problem, because there is no easy way for humans 
to provide feedback into such data quality program. 
Therefore the efficient method to the integration of 
user’s expectations feedback in the data integration 
system is the implementation of system that allows 
the collection of users expectations and their 
management automatically in order to improve the 
quality of the data integration system. In this 
perspective, this work presents the first step for the 
end describes above which is the management of 
the inconsistency of the user’s expectations 
feedback. Firstly, the system deals with the 
consistency of the users expectations of each query 
by using the algorithm of mono query results 
consistency. Secondly it computes the queries 
results interactions by applying the clustering 
methods and then it verifies the inconsistency 
between queries by using the multiple queries 
consistency algorithm. This algorithm is based on 
the use of user’s expectations axioms and rules 
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inference which is inspired from the axiom systems 
of logic. 

As next step, we plan to apply the clustering 
method to the both queries results interactions and 
users expectations consistency matrixes to 
determine the data quality problems in the data 
integration system.  We should classify the data 
quality problems according to the data integration 
proprieties with their priorities and then cluster 
them onto groups according to their problems 
classification. The implementation of a system that 
supports this approach is also ongoing work.  
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